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Comprehensive de novo structure prediction in a systems-biology context for the archaea Halobacterium sp. NRC-1 <p>Large fractions of all fully sequenced genomes code for proteins of unknown function. Annotating these proteins of unknown function  remains a critical bottleneck for systems biology and is crucial to understanding the biological relevance of genome-wide changes in mRNA  and protein expression, protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions. The work reported here demonstrates that de novo structure pre- diction is now a viable option for providing general function information for many proteins of unknown function.</p>
Abstract
Background: Large fractions of all fully sequenced genomes code for proteins of unknown
function. Annotating these proteins of unknown function remains a critical bottleneck for systems
biology and is crucial to understanding the biological relevance of genome-wide changes in mRNA
and protein expression, protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions. The work reported here
demonstrates that de novo structure prediction is now a viable option for providing general function
information for many proteins of unknown function.
Results:  We have used Rosetta de novo structure prediction to predict three-dimensional
structures for 1,185 proteins and protein domains (<150 residues in length) found in Halobacterium
NRC-1, a widely studied halophilic archaeon. Predicted structures were searched against the
Protein Data Bank to identify fold similarities and extrapolate putative functions. They were
analyzed in the context of a predicted association network composed of several sources of
functional associations such as: predicted protein interactions, predicted operons, phylogenetic
profile similarity and domain fusion. To illustrate this approach, we highlight three cases where our
combined procedure has provided novel insights into our understanding of chemotaxis, possible
prophage remnants in Halobacterium NRC-1 and archaeal transcriptional regulators.
Conclusions: Simultaneous analysis of the association network, coordinated mRNA level changes
in microarray experiments and genome-wide structure prediction has allowed us to glean
significant biological insights into the roles of several Halobacterium NRC-1 proteins of previously
unknown function, and significantly reduce the number of proteins encoded in the genome of this
haloarchaeon for which no annotation is available.
Background
The archaeon Halobacterium NRC-1 is an extreme halophile
that thrives in saturated brine environments such as the Dead
Sea and solar salterns. It offers a versatile and easily assayed
system for an array of well-coordinated physiologies that are
necessary for survival in its harsh environment [1]. It has
robust DNA repair systems that can efficiently reverse the
damages caused by a variety of mutagens including UV radi-
ation and desiccation/re-hydration cycles [2,3]. Halobacte-
rium NRC-1 adapts its metabolism to anaerobic conditions
with the synthesis of bacterorhodopsin, which facilitates the
conversion of energy from light into ATP. The completely
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sequenced genome of Halobacterium NRC-1 (containing
~2,600 genes) has provided insights into many of its physio-
logical capabilities, however nearly half of all genes encoded
in the halobacterial genome have no known function [4-7].
This work is intended to be a prototype for the development
of a biological data integration system with a focus on identi-
fying putative functional predictions for proteins of unknown
function derived from de novo protein structure predictions.
The main result is a reannotation of the Halobacterium NRC-
1  proteome that includes general functional information
gleaned from protein structure prediction that can be
explored in the context of the predicted association network
for the Halobacterium NRC-1. The information is derived
using Rosetta de novo structure prediction as part of a com-
bined annotation pipeline that also includes several primary-
sequence similarity based methods. The annotation pipeline
organizes several annotation methods in a hierarchy such
that sequence-based methods (such as PSI-BLAST and Pfam)
are applied first; we rely on structure prediction as a source of
function information only for those proteins not annotated
via primary sequence based methods. We illustrate the merits
of our approach by bringing three examples to the forefront
where integrating Rosetta with one or more independent
methods for predicting functional associations, described
herein, produces functional conclusions not accessible by any
single method.
One paradigm for predicting the function of proteins of
unknown function, the so called 'sequence-to-structure-to-
structure-to-function' paradigm, is based on the assumption
that three-dimensional structure patterns are conserved
across a much greater evolutionary distance than recogniza-
ble primary sequence patterns [8]. This assumption has been
supported by several structure-function surveys of the Pro-
tein Data Bank (PDB) which show that fold similarities in the
absence of sequence similarities imply some shared function
in the majority of cases [9-13]. One protocol for predicting
protein function based on this paradigm is to predict the
structure of a query sequence of interest and then use the pre-
dicted structure to search for fold or structural similarities
between the predicted protein structure and experimentally
determined protein structures in the PDB or a non-redundant
subset of the PDB [14-17]. There are, however, several prob-
lems associated with deriving functional annotation from fold
similarity - fold similarities can occur through convergent
evolution, and thus have no functional implications. Also,
aspects of function, such as precise ligand specificity, can
change throughout evolution leaving only general function
intact across a given fold superfamily [18-20]. Fold matches
between the predicted structures and the PDB are thus
treated as sources of putative general functional information
and are functionally interpreted primarily in combination
with other methods such as global expression analysis and the
predicted protein association network. In this study we use
Rosetta to generate a confidence ranked list of possible
structures for proteins and protein domains of unknown
function, search each of the ranked structure predictions
against the PDB, and then calculate confidences for the fold
predictions and evaluate possible functional roles in the con-
text of the Halobacterium association network.
Rosetta is a computer program for de novo protein structure
prediction, where de novo implies modeling in the absence of
detectable sequence similarity to a previously determined
three-dimensional protein structure [21,22]. Rosetta uses
information from the PDB to estimate possible conforma-
tions for local sequence segments (three and nine residue seg-
ments). It then assembles these pre-computed local structure
fragments by minimizing a global scoring function that favors
hydrophobic burial and packing, strand pairing, compactness
and energetically favorable residue pairings. Results from the
fourth and fifth critical assessment of structure prediction
(CASP4, CASP5) have shown that Rosetta is currently one of
the best methods for de novo protein structure prediction and
distant fold recognition [23-27]. Using Rosetta generated
structure predictions we were previously able to recapitulate
or predict many functional insights not detectable from pri-
mary sequence [28,29]. Rosetta was also recently used to gen-
erate both fold and function predictions for Pfam [30,31]
protein families that had no link to a known structure, result-
ing in ~120 high confidence fold predictions. In spite of these
successes, Rosetta has a significant error rate, as do all meth-
ods for distant fold recognition and de novo structure predic-
tion. The Rosetta confidence function partially mitigates this
error rate by assessing the accuracy of predicted folds [29].
Another unavoidable source of uncertainty, with respect to
function prediction, is the error associated with distilling
function from fold matches described above. The predictions
generated by de novo structure prediction are thus best used
in combination with other sources of putative or general func-
tional information such as proximity in protein association or
gene regulatory networks.
We separate annotations into two classes. The first type are
annotations referring to individual proteins, such as structure
predictions and function annotations derived from sequence
or structural similarity to a protein of known function. The
second type are annotations referring to the context of a pro-
tein relative to other proteins within the proteome, grouping
multiple genes into an operon, two proteins having a similar
phylogenetic profile - implying that they carry out related
functions, correlation of mRNA or protein concentrations
across a variety of genetic or environmental perturbations,
and so on. The major difference between association/contex-
tual information, (information of the second type above) and
individual annotations (first type) is brought sharply into
focus when one considers that there are several highly con-
nected clusters of proteins in the Halobacterium association
network that are composed entirely of genes of unknown
function. Thus, contextual information (often presented in
the form of protein interaction or association networks) musthttp://genomebiology.com/2004/5/8/R52 Genome Biology 2004,     Volume 5, Issue 8, Article R52       Bonneau et al. R52.3
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Genome Biology 2004, 5:R52
be combined with methods for extending our ability to infer
putative functions for proteins of unknown function if our
goal is to understand biological systems globally. In this work
contextual annotations have been reduced to pairwise rela-
tionships between proteins and are represented graphically
as edges of different types in what we will refer to as the Halo-
bacterium association network. Our association network is
composed of operon predictions, conserved chromosomal
proximity relationships, phylogenetic profile similarity, the
occurrence of two Halobacterium proteins fused into a single
protein in other genomes (domain fusion), and predicted pro-
tein-protein interactions primarily derived from yeast two-
hybrid studies and Helicobacter pylori protein-protein inter-
action studies. The results of previously described genome-
wide mRNA and protein expression studies are mapped onto
this network [32,33]. The generation and visualization of this
association network is described fully in Materials and
methods.
Halobacterium NRC-1 uses an increase in the surface nega-
tive charge of its proteins as a major adaptation to a high salt
environment. The average protein domain (~150 amino
acids) in Halobacterium has a net charge of -17 in contrast to
-3 for Saccharomyces cerevisiae [34]. A higher overall sur-
face charge (and thus fewer surface hydrophobics) will prob-
ably reduce a source of error in Rosetta de novo predicted
conformations - incorrect burial of surface hydrophobics.
Additionally, it has been shown that archaeal proteins have
shorter loops and that, when present, cysteines are found
paired in disulphide bridges more often than in their corre-
sponding eukaryotic homologs [35,36]. These considerations
should result in more accurate Rosetta predictions for these
halophilic archaeal proteins.
A multi-institutional effort is currently underway to study the
genome-wide response of Halobacterium NRC-1 to its envi-
ronment. This systems biology effort elevates the need for
applying improved methods for annotating proteins of
unknown function found in the Halobacterium NRC-1
genome. Genome-wide measurements of mRNA transcripts,
protein concentrations, protein-protein interactions and pro-
tein-DNA interactions generate rich sources of data on pro-
teins - those with both known and unknown functions [3,32].
Often these systems-level measurements do not suggest a
unique function for a given protein of interest, but instead
suggest their association with, or perhaps their direct partici-
pation in, a previously known cellular function. Thus, investi-
gators using genome-wide experimental techniques are now
routinely generating data for proteins of hitherto unknown
function that appear to play pivotal roles in their studies. Pro-
teins of partially known function can also present challenges
to methods for function assignment, as many of these pro-
teins have large regions of sequence of unknown function -
that is, many proteins have multiple domains only one (or a
few) of which are homologous to proteins of known function.
These mystery-proteins and mystery-domains require the
development of computational methods that can be used to
better determine functional roles for proteins and protein-
domains of unknown function.
Results and discussion
Structure prediction
We have applied our annotation pipeline to 2,596 predicted
proteins in the Halobacterium NRC-1 genome (Figure 1).
This pipeline represents an annotation hierarchy wherein for
each protein we first attempt function assignment on the
basis of primary sequence similarity to characterized proteins
or protein families; this step includes algorithms such as PSI-
BLAST and HMMER searches, both of which have low false
positive rates and well characterized error models. In
instances where primary sequence similarity methods fail to
assign putative functions to the proteins, we predict their
three-dimensional structures primarily using two methods:
Rosetta de novo structure prediction and Meta-Server/3D-
jury fold recognition. Rosetta structure prediction is only
applicable to proteins and protein domains fewer than 150
residues in length and thus separating proteins into domains
prior to analysis is key to the success of our approach. We
have used Ginzu, a program that detects proteins domains
boundaries using Pfam and PSI-BLAST alignments, to sepa-
rate proteins into domains prior to annotation [37]. This
resulted in 1,926 proteins containing a single domain and 670
proteins that could be divided into 1,665 domains (a total of
3,591 proteins and protein-domains were analyzed by the
annotation pipeline). These 3,591 domains included both
proteins of known function, annotated as part of the initial
annotation [7], and proteins that were unannotated at the
time this study began.
Of the 2,596 proteins in the Halobacterium genome, 1,077
had significant matches by PSI-BLAST to known structures in
the PDB. An additional 610 domains lacking PSI-BLAST hits
to the PDB had matches to Pfam protein families (detected
using HMMER). Following the application of the above meth-
ods, Rosetta was used to predict the three-dimensional struc-
tures of all proteins and protein domains (<150 residues in
length) for which we were unable to detect significant
matches to known structures or Pfam domains. The applica-
tion of the Rosetta method to these domains of unknown
function resulted in 670 high confidence fold predictions that
were then analyzed in the context of the Halobacterium NRC-
1 association network. A total of 1,234 proteins eluded all
attempts to predict fold and/or function using any of the
methods described above: 239 domains were too large for
Rosetta, and 995 domains produced low confidence Rosetta
results. The results of this annotation hierarchy are publicly
available on the Institute for Systems Biology (ISB) Halobac-
terium Research Resource website [38]. Using this approach
we were able to significantly reduce the number of protein
domains in the Halobacterium NRC-1 genome for which no
hits by any method were found.R52.4 Genome Biology 2004,     Volume 5, Issue 8, Article R52       Bonneau et al. http://genomebiology.com/2004/5/8/R52
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Association network construction
We have constructed a network of predicted protein associa-
tions composed of several different edge types as described
below.
We identified pairs of interacting orthologs using the data-
base of Clusters of Orthologous Genes (COGs) [39] in combi-
nation with databases of protein interactions in other
organisms (S. cerevisiae, H. pylori) [40-43]. Putative protein
binding pairs in Halobacterium sp. were inferred in three
stages: COG members of the protein-protein interaction pairs
were determined; all corresponding COG orthologs of yeast
and  H. pylori interacting proteins were identified in the
Halobacterium sp. genome; and the interacting pairs were
given a confidence level determined by the strength of the
match to the COG pair and the confidence of the original pro-
tein interaction measurements. A total of 1,143 non-redun-
dant predicted interactions were inferred by this method.
We use the method of Marcotte and colleagues [44,45], com-
monly referred to as the phylogenetic profile method, to
detect groups of genes with significant co-occurrence across
multiple genomes. This added 525 phylogenetic profile edges
to the Halobacterium NRC-1 association network. Enright et
al. [46] have demonstrated that domain fusions are often cor-
related with functional interactions among the corresponding
domains. Domains within Halobacterium sp. proteins fused
in other genomes have been used as a metric to predict func-
tional associations between the corresponding proteins. We
identified 2,460 putative associations with this approach.
These putative functional couplings include: proteins that
may participate in the same biochemical pathway, proteins
that may interact with each other, and/or proteins that may
b e  c o - r e g u l a t e d  i n  r e s p o n s e  t o  a  c o m m o n  e n v i r o n m e n t a l
stimulus.
Two methods were used to detect significant co-localization
of genes into operons and evolutionarily conserved chromo-
somal proximities. These groupings were then represented as
pairwise interactions in the association network. The most
reliable method of the two methods employed requires two
proximal genes to have homologs (via the COG database) in
close proximity in at least one other genome [47] - 327 such
conserved operons pairs were detected and added to the asso-
ciation network. This conserved proximity method requires a
pair of genes to have orthologs in other genomes and is thus
not applicable for genes lacking homologs in other genomes.
Another method for operon prediction [48], which does not
require genes to be found in other systems, relies only on the
proximity and co-directionality of genes, that is, that genes be
on the same strand and close compared to the distribution of
chromosomal proximity for the genome as a whole. A total of
1,335 statistically significant proximities were added to the
network as potential operon edges.
Integration of the different edge types and the experimental
data (primarily microarray expression data) with the annota-
tion table was carried out using Cytoscape [49] and the Sys-
tems Biology Experiment Analysis and Management System
(SBEAMS). SBEAMS is a modular framework for collecting,
storing, accessing and integrating data produced by various
experiments using a relational database that is being actively
developed and maintained at the ISB. Cytoscape is a network
visualization tool that allows for the simultaneous viewing of
biological networks with several types of biological data, such
as global mRNA expression data. All microarray data used in
this study are the result of previously described studies
[3,32]. The association network is available as a Java-web-
start on the ISB Halobacterium Research Resource website
[38].
Highlights
Although the results of this analysis are publicly available via
our website we will briefly outline three cases where the
Rosetta data, along with the association network, were useful
in annotating proteins of previously unknown function and
thus furthered our understanding of Halobacterium NRC-1
Flow chart depicting the annotation pipeline implemented in this study Figure 1
Flow chart depicting the annotation pipeline implemented in this study. 
Sequence based methods are employed first (top), domains that elude 
primary sequence based methods are predicted by structure-prediction 
methods (bottom). For any given genome, data from all levels in this 
method hierarchy are integrated using SBEAMS (Systems Biology 
Experiment Analysis and Management System). Implicit in this annotation 
hierarchy is the idea that protein annotation should be domain-centric 
(that is, multi-domain proteins should be divided into domains as early as 
possible in the annotation process). SBEAMS produces a table of 
annotations where for a given domain only results from the topmost level 
in the method hierarchy (PDB-BLAST → Pfam → Rosetta) producing a 
significant hit are displayed.
TMHMM
Ginzu
Pfam/HMMER
PSI-BLAST
PSI-PRED
Domain 1 Domain 2 Domain 3
Homology to
 PDB?
NO
YES
SBEAMS
Rosetta
Query sequence
Sequence based tools
User interface/database
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biology, by generating a biologically relevant and testable
hypothesis.
Insight into chemotaxis
Halobacterium NRC-1 can physically relocate to favorable
environments by virtue of a bacterial-like chemotaxis system
(chemotaxis, flagellar motor, and several signaling Htr/
methyl-accepting chemotaxis genes). The chemotaxis system
receives signals from sensors for light (Sop1-Htr1 and Sop2-
Htr2), oxygen (Htr8) [50], amino acids and sugars as well as
a variety of other small molecules [51]. Briefly, signals from
the environment are received by a sensing domain and trans-
mitted to a methyl-accepting signaling domain (for example,
Htr1/Htr2). Htr proteins then transmit this signal to the flag-
ellar machinery via CheA. Here we have defined Htr proteins
as those proteins containing the methyl-accepting chemo-
taxis domain, MCP, and sometimes containing a HAMP
domain (Pfam doamain PF00672) (HAMP domains are often
associated with MCP domains and they are found to be essen-
tial in transmitting signals between sensory input modules
and MCP domains) [52-54]. The Halobacterium NRC-1
genome encodes 17 such Htr proteins; Figure 2 shows these 17
Htr proteins and their neighbors in the association network.
All Htr proteins are connected to CheA via phylogenetic pro-
file edges, probably reflecting the fact that Htr methyl-accept-
ing chemotaxis proteins are known to physically interact with
CheA. In general there is a much greater diversity in the sens-
ing domains than in the Htr domains they interact with, and,
thus, we have yet to identify the corresponding sensing
domain for several of the Htr proteins in the Halobacterium
NRC-1 genome. Htr domains and their corresponding sens-
ing domains are found both encoded on the same polypeptide
as well as on separate polypeptides with co-regulated expres-
sion levels. For instance, Sop1 and Sop2 are co-transcribed
with their signal transducers, Htr1 and Htr2 respectively, as
separate proteins organized into two-protein operons (see
Figure 2). Alternatively, Htr8 is transcribed as a single two-
domain protein containing both a sensing domain and the
Htr domain on a single polypeptide chain. In five cases (Htr1,
Htr2, Htr3, Htr5, Htr8) the function (with respect to sensing
specificity) was known prior to this study. In the case of htr5
the identity of its operon complement (proX) points to roles
in chemotaxis towards osmoprotectants and amino acids
[55]. Htr3 has also been shown to be responsible for chemo-
tactic response towards leucine, isoleucine, valine, methio-
nine and cysteine. Along similar lines, htr18 has an operon
edge to potD, suggesting chemotaxis in response to lipids
(Table 1), although this has yet to be experimentally verified.
For the remaining Htr proteins, for which the corresponding
sensing domain has not been identified, we first examine
unannotated (non-MCP, non-HAMP) domains in the same
polypeptide and subsequently examine unannotated proteins
found in the same operon as the Htr in question, as these are
the domains in the genome most likely to function as the
required cognate sensing domain.
Domains in the Htrs Htr9, Htr14 and Htr16, other than MCP
and HAMP domains, had matches to Pfam families. Htr9 con-
tains a PAS domain suggesting a role in mediating responses
to oxygen or redox-potential (see Table 1). Htr14 had weak
matches to the KE2 domain as well as Prefoldin. The co-
occurrence of these two domains seems plausible, as Prefol-
din and KE2 domains are known to physically interact,
although the functional implication of the similarity to these
long helical domains is limited. The second domain of Htr16
had a match to apolipoprotein A1 (PF01442), a long domain
involved in the uptake of cholesterol and lipids. Again, the
functional implications of matches to this long helical (coiled-
coil) domain are limited.
In the case of Htr6, its operon complement YufN was anno-
tated as an ABC transporter without any ligand specificity.
YufN, however, has a strong match when analyzed by Meta-
Server/3D-jury to a D-glactose/D-glucose periplasmic bind-
ing protein, suggesting that Htr6 and YufN sense sugar in the
environment. This is supported by the observation that Halo-
bacterium NRC-1 has a chemotaxis response towards glucose
[51].
The Rosetta-predicted structure for the domain of unknown
function in Htr10 matched hemoglobin (PDB: 1ljwA) suggest-
ing a role in aerotaxis and/or redox sensing. In the time
elapsed since the Rosetta structure prediction was generated,
the crystal structure of the Hemat sensor domain from B. sub-
tilis (1OR4) was deposited in the PDB; we can now find a
match between domain 1 of Htr10 and 1OR4-A via PSI-
BLAST. As shown in Figure 2, our predicted structure match
to 1LJW-A is validated by this newly detected sequence match
to 1OR4-A. Htr12 has a amino-terminal Pfam match to
PF00989 (PAS domain). 3D-Jury also detects (via FFAS) a hit
to 1D06 (oxygen-sensing domain of Rhizobium meliloti Fixl)
over this amino-terminal region of Htr12. VNG1440h, con-
nected to Htr12 by operon edge, had a separate Rosetta-pre-
dicted structure match to cytochrome C (2occC2). These
findings suggest a role for VNG1440h and Htr12 in aerotaxis
sensing. For Htr15, 3D-jury detects a hit to 1DP6-A (also the
heme binding domain of FixL). Given that changes in salinity
can dramatically alter the solubility of oxygen, the natural evi-
ronment of Halobacterium NRC-1 is in a perpetually dynamic
state with respect to oxygen.
With a combination of structure prediction and sequence-
based methods we were able gain insights into, and suggest
testable hypothesis for, all but three of the 17 proteins with
recognizable Htr domains; for Htr4, Htr7 and Htr17 we have
found no significant hits by any of the described methods.
Support for the viral origin of the minichromosomes
Prophage regions have been found in the majority of prokary-
otic genomes and phage integration into prokaryotic
genomes, as well as phage-mediated rearrangements of
prokaryotic genomes, has become recognized as a majorR52.6 Genome Biology 2004,     Volume 5, Issue 8, Article R52       Bonneau et al. http://genomebiology.com/2004/5/8/R52
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Chemotaxis methyl accepting domains Figure 2
Chemotaxis methyl accepting domains. (a) Htr10 (VNG1505g) domain 1 hit to 1ljwA, hemoglobin. The recently deposited structure for the Hemat 
Sensor domain (1OR4-A) is also shown (red box). The position of the heme (black spheres) is similar in both our predicted fold match (1LJW-A) and the 
match detected by PSI-BLAST (1OR4-A) (b) Htr13 (VNG1013g) hit to Gga1 (1jwfA, involved in protein transport, binding of dipeptide signal sequence), 
(c) the association network surrounding CheA and its interactions with the Htr methyl accepting domains found in the Halobacterium genome, as 
predicted by the phylogenetic profile method (red lines). Also shown are predicted operon edges (black lines). The expression levels (where red 
corresponds to a high level of expression and green to a low expression relative to a reference; white indicates no change/no measurement) are from a 
previously described microarray experiment. Nodes marked  with asterisks indicate proteins where a domain was folded with Rosetta (resulting in a 
significant fold match) or annotated using fold recognition. Nodes marked with a 'P' are proteins that were annotated using Pfam. The '!' by yufN indicates 
that the prior annotation does not agree with our current analysis.
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source of lateral gene transfer and a major influence on
prokaryotic genome structure [56-59]. Most of this work,
however, has been carried out in bacteria-bacteriophage sys-
tems (see Table 2). To date, relatively few archaeal viruses
have been isolated and studied, although it is known that high
counts of phage particles are found in environments domi-
nated by archaea, including hypersaline environments
[60,61]. This leads us to believe that phage integration events
might have played important roles in the evolution of Halo-
bacterium NRC-1 through lateral gene transfer and chromo-
somal rearrangements. The 2.6 Mbp genome of
Halobacterium NRC-1 is organized as a 2,014kb chromosome
of 68% G+C and two smaller replicons pNRC100 (191 kb) and
pNRC200 (365 kb) of an average of 58% G+C [62,63]. One
striking feature of the Halobacterium NRC-1 genome is the
presence of an unusually large number of insertion sequences
(IS-elements); remarkably, 69 of the 91 IS-elements localize
to the two minichromosomes, which together constitute only
22% of the complete genome. Most of these IS-elements code
for transposases, which are often associated with phage
genomes and other mobile genetic elements [64,65]. Thus,
the high IS-element density combined with the lower G+C
content of the two minichromosomes, leads us to believe that
IS-element rich regions of the minichromosomes have been
recently introduced via lateral gene transfer. These IS-ele-
ment rich regions have a higher percentage of proteins of
unknown function and are thus ideally suited for analysis by
the Rosetta method. We have examined several IS-element
rich regions of the large (pNRC200) and small (pNRC100)
minichromosomes and found evidence that these regions are
highly divergent prophage remnants.
The IS-element region on pNRC200 spanning genes
VNG6098H to VNG6121H is duplicated on pNRC100
(VNG5101H to VNG5124H). We find several matches within
this region to the Pfam transposase DDE (PF01609) family of
proteins, first isolated from bacteriophage lambda [66]. We
also find two matches to phage integrases: VNG6112H
matches Pfam integrase family PF00589, while two Rosetta-
predicted structures for VNG6117H both match a phage inte-
grase fold (1asu00). Finally, the Rosetta-predicted structure
for VNG6105H matches the capsid protein from Rous sar-
coma virus (PDB: 1d1dA2). Thus our analysis suggests that
this region is a prophage remnant that has since diverged and
may no longer function as an active or complete phage.
Likewise, the region on the small minichromosome from
VNG5040H to VNG5051G (duplicated on the reverse strand
as VNG5256 to VNG5246G) was also investigated as a region
likely to harbor prophage remnants. Again, we see many
examples of matches to the transposase DDE domain family
(PF01609). This region contains genes encoding a TATA-
binding protein (TBP), TbpB, and a second protein
(VNG5048) whose Rosetta-predicted structure also matches
a TBP fold. For VNG5049H/5248H, we find a Rosetta pre-
dicted structure match to 2ezh, a fold that has been observed
in both transposases and transcription factors. We also find a
match for a Rosetta-predicted structure to an HIV capsid pro-
tein (1am3) for VNG5047H (Figure 3e). Thus in this region
(VNG5040H to VNG5051G), as in the region described above
(VNG6098H to VNG6121H), we have found hits to several
proteins often found within phage/viral genomes (trans-
posase, integrase, capsid proteins, general transcription fac-
tors) possibly indicating that these regions are highly
divergent prophage remnants.
Proposed transcriptional regulators
The detection of potential transcriptional regulators in the
Halobacterium NRC-1 genome is central to an ongoing sys-
tems biology effort aimed at understanding its regulatory
mechanisms and ultimately its global gene regulatory cir-
cuitry. The majority of archaeal transcriptional regulators,
detected by sequence similarity, are small helical domains
that are well within the size and complexity limit of the
Rosetta structure prediction method. Therefore, we have
examined similarities of Rosetta-predicted structures to the
CATH fold families that correspond to the following archaeal
transcriptional regulators: 1.10.10.10, 1.10.10.60 and
1.10.472.10 [16]. Our results are summarized in Table 3 and
Figure 4. Although the majority of prokaryotic proteins
sharing these folds are involved in transcriptional regulation,
in general, a match via sequence or structure-based methods
to these small DNA binding domains can also have other
functional interpretations. Therefore, an important caveat is
that these function-predictions stand as putative transcrip-
tion regulators or DNA binders. Ongoing analysis of global
gene expression patterns in Halobacterium NRC-1 will prob-
ably provide additional complementary information that will
help clarify the precise functional roles of these proteins.
Many of the predicted DNA binders or regulators described in
T a b l e  3  a l s o  h a v e  w e a k  s e q u ence similarities to other
transcriptional regulators of known structure, detected via
PSI-BLAST or fold recognition, which support the Rosetta
predictions.
We describe below, three cases below where weak matches by
PSI-BLAST or FFAS to transcriptional regulators support our
de novo structure predictions and result in higher confidence
function predictions than possible by any one method. Fur-
thermore, since transcriptional repressors and activators are
often encoded at termini of the operon the regulate [67], we
use functional associations such as conserved chromosomal
proximity and predicted operons, to suggest potential targets
for these regulators.
In the first case, we find a Rosetta-predicted structural match
for VNG0462C to the diphtheria toxin repressor (1bi2-B) and
also find a weak similarity by PSI-BLAST to a transcriptional
regulator 1lnwA (1lnwA is a fold similar to that of the
diphtheria toxin repressor). Furthermore, VNG0462 is in an
operon with VNG0463H, a membrane protein of unknown
function, and nosF2, a copper transport ATPase. ConsistentR52.8 Genome Biology 2004,     Volume 5, Issue 8, Article R52       Bonneau et al. http://genomebiology.com/2004/5/8/R52
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with this organization, the three genes are co-regulated at the
mRNA levels in our microarray experiments [3,32].
Therefore, our current hypothesis is that VNG0462C is regu-
lating these two proteins and that the three gene operon is
involved in copper transport.
In the second case, the Rosetta predicted structure for
VNG5156H also matches the diphtheria toxin repressor
(1bi2-B) and is consistent with a weak match by FFAS to a
winged helix transcriptional regulator (1i1gA). VNG5156H is
in an operon with three genes all encoding proteins of
unknown function. One of these proteins, VNG5154H, has a
carboxy-terminal domain that matches the restriction
endonuclease domain family PF04471. Again, we observe
that the genes encoded in this operon are highly co-regulated
at the mRNA level across all of our microarray experiments.
Thus, one likely hypothesis is that this operon of unknown
function is regulated by VNG5156H, but the exact functions
Table 1
Htr1-Htr18 chemotaxis annotations
Gene 
name
Name Sensing 
domain
Length HAMP 
domain
Membrane 
regions
Method Role/responds to Annotation
htr1 VNG1659g sop1 536 35-104 12-31 Known Light Responds to light via sensory rhodopsin
htr2 VNG1765g sop2 764 283-352 13-35 Known Light Responds to light via sensory rhodopsin
htr3 VNG1856g self/? 633 125-195 125-144 Known Amino acids
htr4 VNG0806g self/? 778 298-367 29-48,   
297-319
--
htr5 VNG1760g ProX 810 325-394 35-57,   
325-344
Known Amino acids, 
osmoprotectants
ProX is a putative glycine betatine/
choline/proline substrate-binding protein
htr6 VNG0793g yufN 545 295-365 21-43,   
297-319
3D-Jury Sugars yufN is annotated as an ABC transporter 
and lipoprotein
META-SERVER/3D-Jury finds a strong hit 
to 2 gbp D-galactose/D-glucose 
periplasmic binding protein
htr7 VNG1759g VNG1758H 789 - 1-91 Rosetta - Weak hit to sensory rhodopsin
htr8 VNG1523g self 633 - 48-206 Known Oxygen Experimentally known to play a role in 
aerotaxis
htr9 VNG1395g self/? 481 - - Pfam Redox/o2/light PF0989, PAS domain
htr10 VNG1505g self/? 489 - - Rosetta 
PSIBLAST
Oxygen Domain 1 rosetta hit to 1ljwA 
hemoglobin Domain 1 hit to 1or4A via 
PSI-BLAST (recent PDB)
htr12 VNG1442g self/ 
VNG1440H
420 - - Rosetta 
3D-jury 
Pfam
Redox/o2/light htr12 has amino-terminal (domain 1) hit 
to PF0989 (PAS domain) htr12-domain 1 
also has a 3d-Jury hit to 1dp6A (FixL 
heme domain)
VNG1440H has a weak rosetta hit to 
2occC2 (cytochrome C subunit) and 
predicted TM helices
htr13 VNG1013g self/? 423 - - Rosetta Peptides/? Hit to 1jwfA (Gga1, involved in protein 
transport)
Htr13 could be involved in response to 
peptides in the environment
htr14 VNG0355g self/? 627 58-129 36-58 Pfam Peptides/? Weak hits to PF01920-KE2 domain, 
PF02996-prefoldin
htr15 VNG0958g VNG0959H 636 - - 3D-jury Oxygen Domain 2 has 3d-jury hit to 1dp6A (FixL 
Heme domain)
htr16 VNG0614g self/ 
VNG0613H
628 129-199 130-152 Pfam Lipids/? Hit to PF01442 in domain 2 of htr16 
(PF01442 is an apolipoprotein Involved in 
the uptake of lipids and/or cholesterol)
htr17 VNG1733g VNG1734H 536 - 1-91 - - Not applicable
htr18 VNG0812g PotD 790 257-327 - known Lipids PotD is a spermidine/putrescine binding 
proteinhttp://genomebiology.com/2004/5/8/R52 Genome Biology 2004,     Volume 5, Issue 8, Article R52       Bonneau et al. R52.9
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encoded by the genes of this operon remain unresolved
beyond the general function prediction afforded by the
Rosetta and Pfam matches described above.
In the third case, the Rosetta predicted fold match to diphthe-
ria toxin repressor (1bi2-B) for VNG0039H, as well as a weak
hit by the FFAS method to the transcriptional regulator
1mkmA, suggest a winged helix fold and a transcriptional reg-
ulatory function or DNA binding function. VNG0039 has no
edges in the association network and is not a member or a
predicted operon. Again, further interpretation of the specific
role of VNG0039H in the cell is dependent on combining this
structure prediction with other systems-wide experiments
aimed at inferring the global genetic regulatory circuit.
Ultimately we will have to test all proposed regulators,
detected by sequence or structure, by performing gene knock-
outs followed by microarray analysis or by directly localizing
the binding sites of these proteins within the genome [68].
Thus, the predictions described in Table 3 represent a short
list of possible regulators, and serve to narrow the number of
proteins for which such costly experiments will have to be
performed.
Conclusion
We have presented a genome-wide analysis that integrates
data from a wide variety of methods including de novo pro-
tein structure prediction, to provide unprecedented coverage
Table 2
Annotations for IS element rich regions
Name IS-element Method Annotation
IS-element rich region 1
VNG5101H/6098H ISH2 Pfam PF01402 CopG ribbon helix, regulates plasmid copy number
VNG5102H/6099H - TMHMM Membrane protein, unknown function
VNG5104H/6101H - - -
VNG5105H/6102H - Meta-Server Hit to 1dhx, Coper binding protein
VNG5106H/6103H - TMHMM Membrane protein, unknown function
VNG5108H/6105H - Rosetta Hit to 1d1A2, capsid protein/transcription factor
VNG5109H/6106H ISH8 Pfam PF01609, transposase DDE domain
VNG5112H/6109H - Rosetta Hit to 1dt9A1, translation initiation factor
VNG5114H/6111H ISH3 - -
VNG5115H/6112H - Pfam PF00589, phage integrase family
VNG5116H/6113H - Meta-Server Hit to 1d1qA, phosphotyrosine protein phosphatase
VNG5118H/6115H - Rosetta 1he8A3, serine/threonine protein phosphatase
VNG5119H/6116H - Meta-Server 1smtA, winged helix (DNA binding) in domain 1
VNG5120H/6117H - Rosetta small protein, 2 hits to 1asu00 phage integrase (weak hits)
VNG5122H/6119H ISH7 Pfam PF01609
VNG5123H/6120H ISH7 TMHMM membrane protein, unknown function
VNG5124H/6121H - - -
IS-element rich region 2
VNG5040H ISH8 Pfam PF01609
VNG5041H/5256H - Rosetta -
VNG5042H/5255H Domain 1 ISH9 Rosetta Hit to 1ez3A0, 2 long helices, no function annotation (domain 1)
VNG5042H/5255H Domain 2 ISH9 Pfam PF01609 (domain 2)
VNG5044H/5253H ISH5 Pfam PF01609
VNG5045H/5252H ISH11 (in ISH5) Pfam PF01609
VNG5047H/5250H - Rosetta Hit to 1am3 (HIV capsid protein), 1.10.1200.30
VNG5048H/5249H - Rosetta Hit to 1ais (cyclin-like fold/TBP fragment), 1.10.472.10
VNG5049H/5248H - Rosetta Hit to 2ezh (transposase/transcription factor), 1.10.10.60
VNG5050H/5247H - Pfam PF03551, PadR repressor
tbpB - known tata-box binding protein BR52.10 Genome Biology 2004,     Volume 5, Issue 8, Article R52       Bonneau et al. http://genomebiology.com/2004/5/8/R52
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and comprehension of an important model archaeal system
that is central to an ongoing multi-institute systems biology
effort. We have shown that sources of putative annotation,
such as Rosetta de novo fold predictions and phylogenetic
profile predictions, become vastly more powerful when
integrated with the full repertoire of applicable methods and
presented to biologists in a well-collated and navigable envi-
ronment. We would also like to note here that this database of
sequence and structure-based annotations was used, in com-
bination with the association network, to interpret the results
of a recent study of the global response of Halobacterium
NRC-1 to ultraviolet radiation (providing insights into pro-
teins of unknown function that were part of the global
response to ultraviolet radiation) [3]. Central to the accept-
ance of this work by the biological community is the flexible
data integration and visualization capabilities afforded by
Cytoscape and SBEAMS. Although we have shown here, and
elsewhere, examples of how this annotation system can gen-
erate testable biological hypotheses, an additional benefit of
this work will be realized by making the results, in the form of
the fully integrated dataset, publicly available. We also plan to
perform this analysis for a broader array of genomes (yeast,
selected human and mouse proteins, Haloarcula
marismortui, etc) and thus further expand the utility of this
approach.
Due to the errors inherent in current structure prediction and
domain parsing methods there are still many misannotations,
missed domain boundaries, and proteins with no annotation
in the Halobacterium NRC-1 genome, illustrating the need
for improvements in structure prediction methods and
domain parsing methods. Additionally, the use of Rosetta
requires large amounts of computer processing time com-
pared to sequence-based and fold-recognition methods
(although Moore's law is rapidly making the computational
cost of de novo prediction a less pressing issue). In spite of
these caveats, integrating protein structure prediction with
several orthogonal sources of general and putative functional
information has allowed us to generate an experimentally
testable hypothesis for significant numbers of proteins of oth-
erwise unknown function.
IS-element (insertion sequences) rich regions on the minichromosome Figure 3
IS-element (insertion sequences) rich regions on the minichromosome. (a) Segment of Halobacterium genome corresponding to genes VNG5101H - sojD 
(and duplicate region VNG6098H - sojD). IS-elements are shown above as colored boxes. Open reading frames are indicated as red/pink (on 3' strand) or 
blue/sky-blue boxes (on 5' strand). (b) Top ranked Rosetta prediction for VNG6109H shown next to its closest match in the PDB, 1dt9A1 (translation 
initiation factor sub-domain). (c) Segment of Halobacterium genome corresponding to genes VNG5244H - VNG5256H (duplicated on the opposite strand 
elsewhere on the minichromosome, VNG5053H - VNG5041H). (d) Top ranked Rosetta prediction for VNG5049H shown next to its closest hit in the 
PDB, 2ezh. (e) Top ranked Rosetta prediction for VNG5047H shown next to its closest hit in the PDB, 1am3.
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Table 3
Predicted transcriptional regulators
Protein Cluster number CATH ID Z-score Confidence Other hits
Winged helix repressor DNA binding domain
VNG0389C 1 1.10.10.10 6.55 0.343 Weak FFAS hit to 1mzbA (ferric uptake gene regulator)
2 1.10.10.10 7.40 0.4
4 1.10.10.10 6.76 0.357
VNG2614H 1 1.10.10.10 6.64 0.313 PSI-BLAST to 1jgsA (winged helix, MarR)
4 1.10.10.60 7.12 0.419
5 1.10.10.10 8.09 0.469
VNG0768H 1 1.10.10.10 7.14 0.385 Not applicable
9 1.10.10.10 8.09 0.481
VNG2369C 1 1.10.10.10 7.14 0.323 Not applicable
5 1.10.10.10 7.69 0.424
VNG2641H 1 1.10.10.10 7.58 0.321 Not applicable
VNG1640H 1 1.10.10.10 7.86 0.34 Not applicable
VNG5156H 2 1.10.10.10 7.94 0.401 Weak FFAS hit to 1i1gA (LRP-like transcriptional regulator)
3 1.10.10.10 9.36 0.502
4 1.10.10.10 8.55 0.444
VNG5108H 14 1.10.10.10 8.04 0.388 Not applicable
VNG6047H 1 1.10.10.10 8.15 0.446 Weak FFAS hit to 1id3D (histone fold)
3 1.10.10.60 8.69 0.524
14 1.10.10.10 10.03 0.58
VNG0703H 1 1.10.10.10 8.17 0.439 PSI-BLAST to 1i1gA (LPR-like regulator)
2 1.10.10.10 7.56 0.37
4 1.10.10.10 7.88 0.428
5 1.10.10.10 7.16 0.369
6 1.10.10.10 8.96 0.505
VNG0462C 1 1.10.10.10 8.42 0.527 PSI-BLAST to 1lnwA (mexR repressor, winged helix fold) PSI-BLAST to 
ArsR
2 1.10.10.10 9.77 0.621
4 1.10.10.10 7.66 0.489
5 1.10.10.10 8.57 0.545
VNG2014H 14 1.10.10.10 8.72 0.379 Not applicable
VNG1229H 1 1.10.10.10 8.80 0.463 Not applicable
4 1.10.10.10 7.95 0.339
VNG0837H 2 1.10.10.10 9.02 0.476 Not applicable
4 1.10.10.10 7.53 0.377
5 1.10.10.10 8.39 0.436
VNG6479H 1 1.10.10.10 9.29 0.53 Not applicable
VNG0039H 1 1.10.10.10 9.36 0.478
21.10.10.108.600.438Weak FFAS hit to 1mkmA (transcriptional regulator IclR, amino-terminal 
domain)
3 1.10.10.10 9.28 0.438
5 1.10.10.10 9.96 0.522
Homeodomain-like superfamily
VNG0293H 3 1.10.10.60 6.14 0.395 PSI-BLAST to 1i1gA (LPR-like regulator)
4 1.10.10.10 7.01 0.427
5 1.10.10.10 6.63 0.393
VNG2074H 11 1.10.10.60 7.09 0.354 Not applicable
1 1.10.10.60 6.03 0.286R52.12 Genome Biology 2004,     Volume 5, Issue 8, Article R52       Bonneau et al. http://genomebiology.com/2004/5/8/R52
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Material and methods
Protein selection and domain parsing
Rosetta predictions were generated for proteins and protein
domains lacking hits to known structure after parsing pro-
teins into domains using Ginzu [37]. Ginzu implements a
hierarchically organized combination of sequence based
methods (primarily PSI-BLAST and Pfam) to separate pro-
teins into domains and to reannotate regions of sequence
based on sequence homologies not present/detectable when
the genome was initially sequenced [69,70]. Ginzu first uses
PSI-BLAST to search for hits between the PDB and the query
sequence. If hits are found, regions of the query sequence cor-
responding to the PDB hit(s) are masked and the remaining
regions are searched against Pfam using HMMER. Hits to
Pfam are then masked and remaining regions are searched
against NCBI's 'nr' sequence set using PSI-BLAST. Multiple
sequence alignments resulting from this final PSI-BLAST run
(if homologs to the nr database are found) are then parsed
into domains (if possible) using the chili-eye-ball algorithm
[37]. Ginzu results primarily in a domain parsing of the query
sequence but also results in sequence homology based hits to
the PDB and domain annotations via Pfam. TMHMM [71]
was also run on the Halobacterium  genome to detect
transmembrane regions. All of these sequence-based meth-
ods were run in-house with the exception of TMHMM.
Rosetta structure prediction and structure-structure 
searches
For each query sequence 9,000 independent simulations
were carried out, each one resulting in a unique low energy
conformation. This ensemble of conformations was then clus-
tered and ranked as previously described [29]; this resulted in
20 models for each query. These 20 models were then
searched against the PDB using mammoth. For each model,
mammoth produces a top-ranked match to the PDB and a Z-
score for that match. The mammoth Z-score is related to the
closeness of the match between the predicted structure and
the experimental structure and the length of that structural
alignment [14].
Two confidence functions to predict the success of Rosetta
predictions were used in this study. The training of these con-
fidence functions on an extensive benchmark is described
previously [29]. To predict success, defined as correct
structural superfamily identification, we used a confidence
function which takes as inputs the Z-score of the best struc-
ture-structure match [14] to the PDB for a given prediction as
well as the length and the simulation convergence as predic-
tors of success.
The probability that one of our top five automatically gener-
ated fold predictions for a sequence is correct is a function of
the best Z-score to the PDB for the top five cluster centers (Z),
the simulation convergence or cluster threshold (C), and the
protein length (L) as follows:
Additionally, we can estimate the probability (p) that an indi-
vidual fold-match between a single model and its closest
match in the PDB is correct. To do this we use the Z-score of
the individual model's best match to the PDB (Z), the degree
of simulation convergence (C), the length of the query protein
(L), and the ratio of the lengths of the hit in the PDB to the
length of the query (LH/LQ) as follows:
Fold recognition
Key domains of unknown function (domains longer than 150
residues) were also submitted to the Meta-Server/3D-jury
[72-74]. Proteins were submitted to the MetaServer if too
large for analysis by Rosetta, or when Rosetta produced low
confidence or otherwise useless results for a given protein.
Protein regions with homologies to known structure were
modeled using Modeler and ModBase [75]. Several proteins
were also analyzed using FFAS03 [76,77].
VNG6251H 3 1.10.10.60 8.06 0.378 TMHMM predicts 1 TM helix
Cyclin A, domain 1 fold
VNG2133H 2 1.10.472.10 8.25 0.351 Not applicable
VNG6287H 15 1.10.472.10 9.14 0.306 Weak FFAS hit to 1smt-A (SMTB repressor)
4 1.10.472.10 8.93 0.283
2 1.10.472.10 8.50 0.269
VNG0511H 8 1.10.472.10 9.25 0.512 PSI-BLAST hit to 1i1gA
VNG1865H 8 1.10.472.10 9.55 0.365 Not applicable
4 1.10.472.10 7.18 0.18
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Biological network construction
Operon prediction and co-regulated group edges
Edge types aimed at uncovering co-regulation patterns were
calculated based on chromosomal proximity; we used two
simple methods to predict conserved or significant chromo-
somal proximity. These methods were aimed at uncovering
statistically significant chromosomal proximity and not the
prediction of operons. One edge type indicates conserved pat-
terns of proximity. Two proteins were given a chromosomal-
proximity link if they were within 300 bp of each other in
Halobacterium and had orthologs in at least one other organ-
ism within 300 bp [47]. This method has the disadvantage
that it cannot give us insight into the function of proteins
without orthologs in other systems. For proteins not grouped
by the above method we used the method of Moreno-
Hagelsieb and Collado-Vides to predict significant proximi-
ties on the basis of distance alone, as previously described
[48]. A total of 1,662 links were generated by these two
operon prediction methods.
Domain fusion and phylogenetic profile edges
Domain fusion
Separate protein sequences in the Halobacterium genome
that are found fused in a single ORF in other genomes are pre-
dicted to interact functionally and physically [44].
Phylogenetic pattern
For a given protein, the presence or absence of an ortholog in
fully sequenced genomes is termed its phylogenetic profile/
pattern. Two proteins with identical phylogenetic profiles are
often functionally related [45]. Domain fusion and
phylogenetic profile edges were taken from the Predictome
database [78]. A total of 2,946 domain fusion edges and 2,169
phylogenetic profile edges were added to the Halobacterium
network.
Protein-protein interaction mapping
Yeast two-hybrid and H. pylori interactions were mapped
onto Halobacterium by orthology using the COG database. If
a pair of Halobacterium proteins belong to COGs known to
interact in the yeast two-hybrid data they are given a COG-
inferred yeast two-hybrid edge. Predictions also measured in
H. pylori (via a comprehensive target-bait experiment) were
also mapped onto Halobacterium  protein pairs using this
method [42,43,79]. A total of 1,143 putative protein-protein
interaction edges were mapped onto Halobacterium in this
way. Comparative modeling of Halobacterium structures was
also used to predict protein-protein interactions. SCOP
(Structural Classification Of Proteins) classification for Halo-
bacterium sp. proteins were identified, when possible, based
on homology modeling [75,80]. The SCOP classification is
then used to determine probable interactions based on the
prior observation that some pairs of SCOP families are known
to physically interact in protein complexes in the PDB with a
disproportionately high frequency [81]. The SCOP classifica-
Predicted transcriptional regulators Figure 4
Predicted transcriptional regulators. Rosetta predictions for three 
Halobacterium NRC-1 proteins that are consistent with transcription 
regulation and/or DNA binding. (a) The top ranked Rosetta structure 
prediction for VNG0462C (according to the Rosetta confidence function) 
is shown next to the diphtheria toxin repressor (1bi2-B). The predicted 
operon for VNG0462 is shown below; red/pink boxes above the line in 
this diagram are genes on the 3' strand while genes indicated by rectangles 
below the line are genes on the 5' strand. (b) The top ranked model for 
VNG5156H (left) is shown next to 1bi2-B, the predicted operon 
containing VNG5156, VNG5154, VNG5153 and VNG5152 is shown 
below. (c) The top ranked Rosetta prediction for VNG0039H is shown 
next to its closest match in the PDB, 1bi2-B.
VNG0039H 1bi2-B, domain 1
VNG5156H 1bi2-B (Diphtheria
 toxin repressor)
1bi2-B, domain 1 VNG0462C
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tion of Halobacterium sp. proteins has been used to identify
562 likely SCOP-based interactions.
Data visualization
Cytoscape is a network visualization and exploration tool that
allows for the simultaneous visualization of microarray, pro-
teomics and network data. Cytoscape also has links to several
external sources of annotation (KEGG, GO, etc.) and a broad
array of integrated programs (Biomodule calculation, simula-
tion of regulatory dynamics, network aware promoter and
protein motif recognition, etc.) [49]. Cytoscape is currently a
open-source project being developed at several institutions.
See [82] for more information and for access to executables
and source-code. SBEAMS was used as the database wherein
the multitude of data-types described in this work were
stored, maintained and accessed throughout the annotation
process. SBEAMS provides convenient facilities for HTML
display of tables it contains, with seamless access to external
databases through a web interface. SBEAMS will be our pri-
mary portal through which data are released to the public.
Additionally, external users accessing the database can add
comments to any annotation/row in the table, thus allowing
us to reconcile/correct our annotation after initial release.
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